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Following the recent Pt(p,p') experiments which indicated the need for g bosons 
to reproduce the E4 data, we have extended the 0(6) limit of the sd boson model 
to the sdg bosons. It is shown that a 7-unstable Hamiltonian in the sdg model 
consisting of a quadrupole interaction and a g boson energy leads to results that 
are very similar to the 0(6) limit. Deviations from the empirical energy spectrum 
that stem from the 7-unstable nature of the Hamiltonian can be improved by 
including a consistent hexadecapole interaction which induces triaxiality. The 
same hexadecapole operator can also account for the strong £4 transitions to the 
4 + states presumed to be g boson states. Specific applications are made to the 
Xe and Pt isotopes. 
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Of the three interacting boson model (IBM) symmetries [1], the 0(6) limit has 

attracted the greatest attention both experimentally and theoretically (see ref. [2] for 

a review). The success of the 0(6) limit in explaining the E2 transitions has recently 

been pushed up to T = 5 levels in 1 2 6 X e [3] and a = N-2 levels in 1 9 6 P t [4]. Energy 

levels in general are not as well described in the 0(6) limit but they can be greatly 

improved by including a cubic interaction in the Hamiltonian which introduces a 

soft triaxial component in the otherwise 7-unstable energy surface [5]. The standard 

IBM contains only one- and two-body terms. Therefore attempts have been made to 

motivate such cubic terms as effective interactions resulting from the renormalization 

of higher angular momentum (g) bosons [6]. However, there are ambiguities in this 

procedure and the estimates of the cubic strength is an order of magnitude smaller 

than those used in practice. A recent study of shapes in the sdg model showed that (i) 

quadrupole interactions always lead to an axial shape, but (ii) a triaxial shape can be 

induced by adding a hexadecapole interaction [7]. Thus the sdg model could provide 

a more natural explanation for the observed energy deviations through a two-body 

hexadecapole interaction. 

A more compelling reason for including g bosons is the recent E4(0 f l —• 4+) mea

surements in the Pt isotopes [8,9] which can not be explained in the sd model. These 

experiments clearly establish that the 4 + states in the 1.7-2 MeV region are g boson 

states. An intriguing possibility is that the same (consistent) hexadecapole operator 

may explain both the energy systematics and the E4 transitions. Such an approach 

has been successful when applied to the deformed nuclei [10]. In this letter, we ex

tend the consistent sdg model calculations to the 7-unstable nuclei. The calculations 

were carried out using the computer code SDGBOSON [11] which diagonalizes the 

Hamiltonian without any restrictions on the number of g bosons. The reasons for 

using numerical diagonalization rather than the 1/N expansion method [12] as in 
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ref. [10] are twofold. First the number of bosons is too low (N=5-7) which means the 

basis space is still manageable for an exact diagonalization whereas the 1/N expan

sion results are not very reliable. Secondly, 7-instability or triaxiality lead to large 

band mixing effects in the axial mean fields which are not easily controlled in the 1/N 

expansion. 

Since our aim is to preserve the successful features of the 0(6) limit while incorpo

rating the g boson, we first discuss a class of sdg model Hamiltonians which closely 

mimic the 0(6) results in the sd subspace 

H = egng + KXL.L + K2Q.Q, (1) 

Q. = [s*d + «/»*] ™ + & [d*g + g*d\ ™. (2) 

As shown in ref. [7], the one-body and dipole terms in eq. (1) do not contribute to 

the 7 degree of freedom. Further, the quadrupole interaction with q22 = 944 = 0 is 

also 0(5) invariant and leads to a 7-unstable shape [7]. Thus using a consistent E2 

operator as given in eq. (2), it automatically satisfies the well known 0(5) selection 

rules A T = ±1 for the E2 transitions. When tg is very large or 924 = 0, the Hamil-

tonian (1) trivially reproduces the 0(6) spectrum. For arbitrary values of eg and q24, 

the energy spectrum could substantially differ from that of the 0(6) . However by 

renormalizing the values of eg, «i and K2 one can obtain a spectrum which is very 

close to the 0(6) limit. An example of 0(6) and equivalent sdg model calculations for 

N=6 bosons is shown in table 1. The 0(6) results are obtained using K\ = 10 keV, 

K 2 = —50 keV. For the sdg model calculations in the third column, we use the same 

«i, K2 and tg = 1 MeV, q24 = 1 which are typical of the values used in the fits below. 

The last column shows the renormalized sdg results obtained with «i = 12.4 keV, 

«2 = —55 keV, €g = 1.1 MeV, qu = 1. The parameters are obtained by scaling the 

Hamiltonian so that the energies of the 02 levels are matched and then adjusting «i 
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to get the 4{" — 22 energy difference right. The energies for the a — N levels are 

seen to agree within 1%. Only the a = N-2 (03,24) levels are shifted as a whole 

by about 100 keV which is the result of the breaking of the 0(6) symmetry. In the 

same table, we also show some of the nonzero E2 matrix elements. Again the renor-

malized sdg model calculations agree with the 0(6) ones within 1%. The E2 ratio 

E2(0 3 -» 2 |) /E2(0i -» 2f )=0.008 indicates that this symmetry breaking is quite 

small and well within the experimental boundaries [4]. 

We next consider the effects of a hexadecapole interaction of the form K4T^4\T^ 

with 

T<4 ) = [s*g + g*s]™ + h22 [Jd\™ + h24 \<fig + g'df* + h44 [g<g\™. (3) 

The parameters hji in eq. (3) are not easily determined from experiment. Instead, we 

follow ref. [10], and determine hji from q,i through a commutation condition which 

ensures that the quadrupole and the hexadecapole mean fields are coherent. Using 

this procedure, we obtain from the quadrupole operator (2) 

h22 = q24, h24 = 0, h44 = q24 - l/q24 , (4) 

where bar denotes Clebsch-Gordan reduced parameters i.e. q~ji = < j0/0|20 > qji and 

hjt = < j'0/0|40 > hji. The significance of the parametrization in (4) is that generally 

924 < 1 (924 = 0.687 in the SU(3) limit) hence 4̂4 < 0 which is precisely the condition 

required to induce triaxiality via a hexadecapole interaction [7]. The amount of 

triaxiality (and hence the energy staggering in the 7-band) depends basically on the 

value of K4. In fig. 1, we show the effect of such a hexadecapole force on the energies of 

the 7-band (l.a) and the 0 band, O3" (a =N-2) and 4 j (g boson) levels (l.b). In order 

to isolate the staggering caused by the hexadecapole interaction, we have adjusted 

«i so that T = 2 multiplet (2 2,4i levels) remain degenerate. (Thus, in a realistic 

calculation, the levels in the 7-band would be further split.) The general trend of 
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the 0(6)-iike levels in the figures is similar to those of the cubic calculations in the 

sd model [5]. Namely, (i) staggering in the 7-band is reduced, (ii) energy splitting 

in the /?-band is smaller, and (iii) a =N-2 levels are pulled down. This is expected 

because both interactions induce triaxiality and hence have a common physical origin. 

There is one difference however, whereas the strength of the cubic interaction is a free 

parameter that can be varied arbitrarily, K* is closely tied to the position of the 4 j 

(g boson) state. As shown in fig. Lb, this state rapidly comes down with increasing 

/c4 (the kink is due to the mixing of the 4 j level as they cross over). Thus K< is most 

sensitive to the 4^ state and would be best determined by this level. 

The E4 operator with the parameters given in eq. (4) has an 0(5) tensor character 

with T = 0,2, hence it satisfies the selection rules A T = 0, ±2 . This has the interesting 

consequence that the E4((L —• 4,-) matrix elements are large for i = 1,3 and vanishes 

for i = 2 where i = 1,2,3 refer to the ground, 7 and K—4+ (g boson) bands. Therefore 

it automatically explains the large E4 transitions to the 4 j states [8,9]. The E4 matrix 

elements are obviously most sensitive to 924 through eq. (4). In fig. 2, we show the 

dependence of the ratio E4(0i —» 43)/E4(0i —» 4i) on 924- The existing data for the 

Pt isotopes indicate that 924 lies in the region 0.8-1.2. Incidentally, the reason for 

using tg = 0.5 MeV in the figures rather than eg = 1 MeV as in table 1 is that for 

the latter there is a strong mixing of the 4 + levels which would blur the systematics 

shown in fig. 2. 

With the insight thus gained, we next apply the sdg model to the Pt and Xe 

isotopes. The systematic studies above show that the two important parameters KA 

and 924 in the consistent sdg model calculations are closely connected to the energy 

and E4 excitation properties of the g boson 4 + state, and hence are best determined 

by fitting the respective quantities. The other parameter eg is relatively less sensitive 

and harder to pin down. In the past, values ranging for 0.5 to 1.5 Mev had been used 
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in the literature. Here we prefer not to try to fit ta but use a constant value of 1 MeV 

in all the calculations. This is consistent with the fact that the energy of the g boson 

4 + state is almost constant in this region. The remaining parameters K\ and K2 are 

determined by fitting the 0(6)-like levels in the usual manner. 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the energy levels in 1 9 6 P t . The energies are improved 

over the 0(6) results, though not as much as in the cubic calculations [5] because here 

K 4 is not fitted to the staggering systematics. Using the same parameters, similar fits 

are achieved for 1 9 4 > 1 9 8 Pt . The E2 properties are very similar to the 0(6) results 

[2] and need not be discussed further. Instead, we concentrate on the E4 matrix 

elements which can not be explained in the sd model. We have already noted above 

that using the consistent E4 operator given in eqs. (3,4) one can explain the large E4 

matrix element for the Oi —* A3 transition but not for the Oi —» 42 transition which is 

forbidden by the A T selection rule. An inspection of the E4 matrix elements shows 

that the expectation value of the (dg) component vanishes for the 4i and 43 states 

but not for the 42 state. Exactly the opposite is true for all the other components. 

Thus the selection rule arises because A24 = 0 in eq. (4). By choosing a nonzero 

value for h-n, one can generate an E4 transition to the 42 state without changing the 

matrix elements for the 4i and 43 states. In table 2, we show the E4 matrix elements 

obtained with such a modified operator that is A22 = 0.745, h.44 = —3.322 as given 

by eq. (4) and h24 = 3.9. Overall a fairly good description is obtained with constant 

parameters. Our purpose here is to show that the E4 transitions can be explained 

with a simple parametrization. Therefore we will suggest some remedies for the 

discrepeancies here and leave detailed fits to individual nuclei to a forthcoming larger 

article. In 1 9 4 P t , the 43 and 4 4 states are strongly mixed. If one avoids this mixing by 

adjusting the parameters, then all the matrix elements become substantially larger 

than the experimental values. This suggests that one may need a smaller effective 
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charge e4 for 1 9 4 P t . Similarly, the sudden drop of E4(0i —» 43) in 1 9 8 P t could be due 

to the mixing of this level with 4 4 which can be achieved by changing the parameters. 

As another example of sdg model calculations, we consider 1 2 6 X e for which a wealth 

of data has recently been obtained [3]. Unfortunately, there are no comparable E4 

data for I 2 6 X e that would uniquely identify the g boson 4 + state. (The E2 branching 

ratios from the r = 4 and g boson 4 + states are quite similar in the sdg model and 

hence are not helpful in this respect.) Based on the similarity of the Xe and Pt 

spectra, we have assumed here that the level at 1903 keV is the g boson 4 + state. 

A comparison of the energy levels is shown in fig. 4. The agreement in this case 

is even better than that for 1 9 6 Pt . From the position and energy spacings alone, it 

appears that the K = 4 + band at 1903 keV is more likely to be the g boson band. 

We emphasize, however, that only the E4 data can settle this issue conclusively. 

In summary, we have shown that the 0(6) limit can be extended to sdg bosons 

with a minimal number of parameters. This extension is necessary for a successful 

description of the hexadecapole properties such as K = 4 + bands and E4 transitions. 

We stress the importance of E4 measurements in this respect and strongly suggest 

inelastic electron or proton scattering experiments in the Xe-Ba region. 
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TABLE I. Comparison of energies and E2 matrix elements for the 0(6), sdg and renor-
malized sdg model calculations. See text for the parameters. 

0(6) sdg ren. sdg 

2f 
2 2

+ 

« i + 

0 2

+ 

3f 

0 3

+ 

2< + 

0 
260 
560 
700 
900 

1020 
1100 
1320 
1400 
1660 

0 
226 
498 
607 
819 
911 
973 

1146 
1371 
1598 

0 
258 
556 
6% 
900 

1018 
1098 
1320 
1506 
1764 

Of 2f 
2 f - 2 f 
4,+ - 2 f 
0 3

+ - 2 f 

7.75 
8.86 

11.89 
0 

8.11 
9.33 

12.67 
0.07 

7.75 
8.91 

12.10 
0.06 

TABLE II. A comparison of experimental E4(0] —• 4,) matrix elements [8,9] with the 
sdg model calculations in 1 9 4 - 1 9 8 p t . Absolute values are shown as the signs are not resolved. 
The effective E4 charge is e 4 = 0.033 eb2. 

194p t 

Experiment Theory 
196p t 

Experiment Theory 
198p t 

Experiment Theory 

0i-+4! 
0 i - 4 2 

0 i - 4 3 

0.132(3) 
0.080(10) 
0.159(4) 

0.182 
0.165 
0.139 

0.155(16) 
0.141(14) 
0.210(31) 

0.158 
0.141 
0.162 

0.144(4) 
0.124(6) 
0.094(7) 

0.133 
0.114 
0.168 
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Figure captions 

FIG. 1. Effect of the hexadecapole interaction on energies. The parameters are N=7, 
K2 = -50 keV, 924 = 1, and tg = 0.5 MeV. 

FIG. 2. Variation of the E4 ratio E4(0i — 43)/E4(0j - • 4i) as a function of 924- Here 
K4 = 0 and the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. 

FIG. 3. Energy levels of 1 9 6 P t compared with the sdg model calculations. The parame
ters are ig = 1 MeV, *i = 12 keV, K2 = -50 keV, K4 = -20 keV and 924 = 1-

FIG. 4. Energy levels of 1 2 6 Xe compared with the sdg model calculations. The param
eters are c 9 = 1 MeV, *i = 13.5 keV, K2 = -65 keV, K4 = -25 keV and 924 = 1. 
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